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LET’S ROLL
We’ve survived another winter. Some would even say thrived. We chased powder turns and steelhead, 

stayed warm with dark beers, bright fires and memories of last season’s fun. Now it’s time to plan the next 
round of adventures. We’ve designed our 2016 apparel to help create the memories that will stoke the 

fires come another November. Pieces work alone and together to adapt to changing conditions, multiple 
activities and the demands of wild days outdoors. So stuff the duffel, rally the crew, and let’s go.
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H2CORE SILKWEIGHT
The foundation of warm-weather layering, H2Core Silkweight keeps you cool, sunburn free and 

comfortable for paddling. It’s quick drying, crazy breathable and designed for friction-free paddling. 
Wear it alone on hot days or as a base layer in cooler weather. Updated for 2016 with a lighter 

weight, more breathable technical fabric and new styling. UPF 20+ [Imported]

Men’s Hoodie   10139.02  |  $49.95  |  S-XXLMen’s Short Sleeve   10108.02  |  $34.95  |  S-XXL Men’s Long Sleeve   10114.02  |  $39.95  |  S-XXL Women’s Short Sleeve  10111.02  |  $34.95  |  XS-XL



Women’s Hoodie  10140.02  |  $49.95  |  XS-XLWomen’s Long Sleeve  10115.02  |  $39.95  |  XS-XLWomen’s Short Sleeve  10111.02  |  $34.95  |  XS-XL
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WOMEN’S BEDA BOARD SHORT
Slip the NRS Women’s Beda Board Short over your bathing 
suit for extra coverage and sun protection. Designed for all-

day comfort on the water, tough enough to withstand serious 
adventures, and the quick-dry material eliminates dripping at 

après-boating happy hour. [Imported]
10142.02  |  $54.95  |  4-14

MEN’S BENNY BOARD SHORT
The NRS Men’s Benny Board Short exceeds the demands of 
a typical swimsuit. It’s comfortable for long days on the water, 
functional to meet the specific needs of boaters, and tough 
enough to withstand serious adventures. And the quick-dry 

material eliminates the need for back-up pub apparel. [Imported]
10141.02  |  $54.95  |  30-40

H2CORE RASHGUARD
H2Core Rashguard provides maximum protection from sun and abrasion with fabrics that wick moisture, 
breathe freely and dry quickly. Form-fitting pieces eliminate excess fabric for athletic performance, and 

friction-free seams ensure comfortable paddle strokes. Updated for 2016 with a lighter weight, more 
flexible technical fabric and new styling. UPF 50+ [Imported]

Women’s Short Sleeve 10020.05  |  $39.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Long Sleeve  10021.04  |  $44.95  |  XS-XL

Men’s Short Sleeve  10001.05  |  $39.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Long Sleeve  10002.04  |  $44.95  |  S-XXL
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Women’s Zip Neck  10119.02  |  $64.95  |  XS-XLMen’s Zip Neck  10118.02  |  $64.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Hoodie  10120.02  |  $64.95  |  S-XXL Women’s Hoodie  10121.02  |  $64.95  |  XS-XL 

H2CORE LIGHTWEIGHT
Put on a piece of H2Core Lightweight apparel and you’ll wonder how you lived without it. The brushed fabric is soft 

as your favorite flannel, yet dries quickly, wicks moisture and protects your skin from harmful rays. Its mid-weight 
weave is perfect for evenings, mornings and cool afternoons—on the water, in camp, or around town. Updated for 

2016 with a lighter weight, more breathable technical fabric and new styling. UPF 50+ [Imported]
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H2CORE EXPEDITION WEIGHT
Our Expedition Weight thermal base layer isn’t for everyone. It’s for paddlers. Seams are 
perfectly placed for friction-free strokes and comfort in the boat. Polartec® Power Stretch 

Pro® fleece fabric offers the ultimate combination of warmth and flexibility, and lighter 
weight fabric in key zones eliminates bunching. Angled, volcano-style cuffs play nicely with 
dry wear gaskets, and waistbands are designed for gap-free coverage when sitting. [Imported]



Men’s Shirt   10130.04  |  $109.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s Shirt  10135.04  |  $109.95  |  XS-XL

Men’s Pants  10131.04  |  $99.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s Pants  10137.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-XL



Men’s Pants  15012.02  |  $99.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s Skirted Capris  15033.02  |  $99.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Short Sleeve  15003.05  |  $79.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s Short Sleeve  15001.05  |  $79.95  |  S-XXL
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HYDROSKIN 0.5
Stretchy 0.5 mm neoprene material provides lightweight immersion protection 

to help extend your season. Four-way-stretch exterior allows unrestricted 
movement, and the ThermalPlush™ lining feels great against your skin. [Imported]



HYDROSKIN 1 .5
Our thickest HydroSkin offering, HydroSkin 1.5 provides substantial warmth without 

restricting your movements or cramping your style. Four-way-stretch exterior and cozy, 
quick-drying VaporLoft™ lining. [Imported]
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Men’s Shirt  15035.01  |  $119.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Pants  15040.01  |  $109.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s Capris  15042.01  |  $99.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Pants  15041.01  |  $109.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Shirt  15036.01  |  $119.95  |  S-XL



Storm Hood
15030.01  |  $34.95  |  1 mm  |  S/M, L/XL

Sea Hood with Bill
15026.01  |  $34.95  |  2.5 mm  |  S/M, L/XL

Sea Hood
15027.01  |  $29.95  |  2.5 mm  |  S/M, L/XL

SEA HOODS
Whether you’re rolling, surfing or battling wind, you’ll appreciate the warmth and protection of these sea hoods. Our Mystery™ material 

features a smooth Glideskin™ exterior that sheds water to reduce evaporative cooling, and the neoprene insulation keeps the heat 
where you need it. A soft ThermalPlush™ lining adds comfort against your skin, and perforated ears improve hearing. [Imported]

3.0 ULTRA JOHN & ULTRA JANE
VaporLoft™ lining for warmth and  comfort. The best sleeveless 

suit you can buy. [Imported]

Men’s
17272.02  |  $189.95  |  S-3XL

Women’s
17274.02  |  $189.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s
17282.01  |  $269.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s
17281.01  |  $269.95  |  XS-3XL

RADIANT 4/3 WETSUITS
SUP-inspired designs feature a comfortable back zipper, water-
shedding smooth-skin torso and a VaporLoft™ fleece lining that 

dries in a flash. [Imported] 
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HIGH TIDE JACKET
When conditions change, you need adaptable protection from wind, 
splash and rain. The High Tide jacket has you covered from head to 
waist with an articulated hood and quick-venting, quarter-zip neck. 

[Imported]

20026.01  |  $149.95  |  S-XXL

NEW

ENDURANCE SPLASH PANTS
Waterproof, breathable NRS Endurance Pants help you paddle in comfort, 
even in less-than-ideal conditions. Slip them on over your insulating layers 

to block wind, spray and rain. [Imported]

Men’s
20015.03  |  $109.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s
20018.03  |  $109.95  |  XS-XXL

ENDURANCE JACKETS
The waterproof, windproof NRS Endurance Jacket lets you paddle in 

comfort, even in windy, splashy conditions. Boaters looking for technical 
performance at a great price will love this paddling top. [Imported]

Women’s
20011.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s
20010.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-3XL

NEW
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Navigator  22535.01  |  $999.95  |  S-XXLExplorer  22534.01  |  $799.95  |  S-XXL

PADDLING SUITS
We developed our new paddling suits for maximum comfort on extended tours, with smart 

details that keep you feeling good and performing at your best no matter how long you stay 
on the water. The neoprene neck gaskets are less constricting than latex, and battle-tested 

4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric ensures dry performance. The Explorer gives you everything you need 
and nothing you don’t for all-day excursions, while the full-featured Navigator delivers ultimate 

comfort and convenience for your most ambitious outings. [Imported]





FREEFALL DRY PANTS
Roomy cut, burly construction and laid-back look 

make them a gear-bag essential. [Imported]
22520.02  |  $234.95  |  S-XXL

FLUX DRYTOPS
Our most popular drytop features high-performance 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric 

and an action-cut design for maximum comfort and mobility. [Imported]

Women’s  22516.03  |  $324.95  |  XS-XLMen’s  22515.03  |  $324.95  |  S-XXL



SIDEWINDER BIBS
Wear the versatile NRS Sidewinder Bibs as 
a fishing wader, or combine them with a dry 
top for complete cold-weather immersion 
protection. We designed them for comfort 

in the boat and on the bank, and the 
waterproof relief zipper is a major upgrade 

over other bibs. [Imported]

20025.01  |  $449.95  |  S - XXL, GM, GL, GXXL

NEW
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CRUX DRYSUITS
The NRS Crux Drysuit gives kayakers a new standard 

for freedom of movement and dry comfort. 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ fabric provides superior waterproof protection 
and breathability. A supple microfiber exterior ensures 

frictionless paddling with outstanding resistance to 
puncture and abrasion, while the action-cut design allows 

unrestricted motion without being baggy. [Imported]

Men’s
22533.02  |  $989.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s
22532.02  |  $989.95  |  XS-XL





HYDROSKIN GLOVES
These stretchy, comfortable gloves cut 
the chill without sacrificing paddle grip 
or feel. [Imported]

Men’s
25014.03  |  $39.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s
25015.03  |  $39.95  |  XS-XL

GUIDE GLOVES
Blister protection, cushion and just 
the right amount of warmth for rowing 
and paddling in cool conditions. 
[Imported]

25013.04  |  $19.95  |  XS-XXL

FUSE GLOVES
Lightweight neoprene insulation with 
a comfortable fit and excellent grip. 
[Imported]

25021.01  |  $29.95  |  XXS-XXL

NEW

AXIOM GLOVES
Maximum blister protection for paddling 
and rowing, plus UPF 20 protection for 
warm days under the sun. [Imported]

Men’s
25034.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s
25035.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XL

BOATER’S GLOVES
Lightweight sun and blister protection 
at an unbeatable price. UPF 50+ 
[Imported]

Men’s
25005.04  |  $19.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s
25006.03  |  $19.95  |  XS-XL

COVE GLOVES
Full-fingered protection from sun and 
blisters for warm-weather paddling and 
rowing. UPF 50+ [Imported]

25020.01  |  $22.95  |  XS-XXL 

NEW
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TOASTER MITTS
The mitten-style design keeps fingers 
warm in frigid conditions while the 
pre-curved shape and grippy palm 
keep you paddling with confidence. 
[Imported]

25027.03  |  $49.95  |  XS-XXL

MAMBAS
Mamba pogies give you the ultimate 
thermal protection for paddling in frigid 
conditions while allowing a bare-hand 
grip for maximum paddle control. 
[Imported]

25031.02  |  $49.95  |  Small, Universal

MAVERICK GLOVES
Waterproof seams, a water-shedding 
exterior and our  HydroCuffª wrist seal 
make this one of our most popular 
cold-weather gloves. [Imported]

25017.02  |  $54.95  |  XS-XXL

CATALYST GLOVES
Flexible 2 mm Extend™ neoprene and 
taped seams retain warmth, while the 
soft-seam design delivers total comfort. 
[Imported]

25037.01  |  $44.95  |  XS-XXL

NEW

MAXIM GLOVES
Raw neoprene palm provides excellent 
grip, fleece interior increases warmth, 
and liquid-taped seams ensure 
waterproof performance. [Imported]

25039.01  |  $59.95  |  XS-XXL 

NEW
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VELOCITY
Rough and rugged adventure creeking 

shoe built for long portages and scrambling 
scouting missions.  [Imported]

30045.01  |  $109.95  |  8-13

FREESTYLE SHOE
Flexible low-volume bootie designed for 

cramped cockpits. 3 mm. [Imported]
30017.04  |  $49.95  |  5-13

DESPERADO SHOE
Warmth, traction, comfort. Quick-drying 

VaporLoft™ lining with a thicker sole for better 
portaging. 3 mm. [Imported]

30019.04  |  $54.95  |  5-13

KINETIC WATER SHOE
If you need to tuck your feet into tight kayaks, or 
want to feel more in touch with your SUP board, 

the NRS Kinetic is your wetshoe. [Imported]
30042.01  |  $44.95  |  5-13

PADDLE SHOE
Easy zippered entry with toasty VaporLoft™ 
lining and natural-fitting comfort. [Imported]

Men’s  30034.03  |  $54.95  |  6-14

Women’s  30040.02  |  $54.95  |  6-11

KICKER REMIX SHOE
3 mm neoprene keeps toes toasty, and the tough rubber 

sole provides great wet and dry traction. [Imported]

Men’s  30022.03  |  $44.95  |  4-14

Women’s  30023.03  |  $44.95  |  5-11
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CRUSH
We wanted a shoe we could wear day in, day out, on and off the water. A shoe that the off-duty guide/safety 

boater/instructor/bartender sleeping on our couch would covet. It had to feel as good as it looked and perform 
as well as it felt—in the boat, on the SUP board, around camp or at the pub. We made the upper breathable, 

quick drying and tough enough to last a nonstop season. We gave it a crushable heel and tuned the interior for 
barefoot comfort. Then we chose the stickiest rubber we could find, siped it for even better wet traction, and 

stamped our Idaho soul onto the sole. [Imported]

Men’s  30043.02  |  $79.95  |  8-13 Women’s  30044.02  |  $79.95  |  6-11
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